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- David Waits, FAA
Roles and Responsibilities

• Roles and Responsibilities are currently being updated to support the move to the DKSP, but roughly will include:
  - Provide a technical review of current and pending capabilities instruments and determine usefulness/applicability to the DoD user
  - Identify any gaps, i.e. features that would be beneficial for reference within the DKSP but which are not contained in any capabilities instruments we've reviewed, and investigate new capabilities to fill these gaps
• Provide oversight of development of a taxonomy of DMSMS tools and databases
  - Mapping of known capabilities against this taxonomy
  - Ongoing process
• Stay apprised of Shared Data Warehouse progress and plans
• Report to the DoD DMSMS Working Group
Purpose

• Support the DKSP philosophy
  - Facilitate sharing and collaboration of the knowledge and resources needed to resolve obsolescence challenges
  - Leverage off what the various CUTC members are doing to strengthen available DMSMS services
  - Provide resources to those who are just getting started
Contact Us

- If you have ideas, recommendations, questions, lessons learned, etc., contact any one of the CUTC members to share them.